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Dear  R. khodabakhshian, B. Emadi, M.H. Abbaspour Fard, M. H. Saiedirad, 

Paper ID : C129 

Paper Title : Moisture dependant geometrical properties of sunflower seed, Azargol variety as a case study 

The review process of the 2009 International Conference on Chemical, Biological & Environmental 

Engineering (CBEE 2009) has been completed. The conference received 335 submissions totally, in which 

72 submissions from Email, and 263 submissions from Electronic Submission System. All papers were 

reviewed by international experts, and 130 papers have been selected for oral presentation. Based 

on the recommendations of the reviewers and the Technical Program Committee, we are pleased to inform 

you that your paper identified above has been accepted for oral presentation. You are cordially invited 

to present the paper orally at CBEE 2009 to be held on 9 - 11, October 2009, Singapore.  

This notification email serves as our formal acceptance of your paper as well as an invitation to 

present your work at CBEE 2009. Please note that this email will be sent to your co-author(s) (if 

any), as well. 

(Important) (Important) (Important) (Important) Only registeredOnly registeredOnly registeredOnly registered papers will be published in the conference proceeding papers will be published in the conference proceeding papers will be published in the conference proceeding papers will be published in the conference proceeding by  by  by  by World Scientific World Scientific World Scientific World Scientific 

PressPressPressPress, and will be , and will be , and will be , and will be indexed by the major indexing services, such as indexed by the major indexing services, such as indexed by the major indexing services, such as indexed by the major indexing services, such as Thomson ISI Proceeding,Thomson ISI Proceeding,Thomson ISI Proceeding,Thomson ISI Proceeding, IACSIT  IACSIT  IACSIT  IACSIT 

Database, and Database, and Database, and Database, and Ei CompendexEi CompendexEi CompendexEi Compendex....    So in order to register the conference successfully, you must finish So in order to register the conference successfully, you must finish So in order to register the conference successfully, you must finish So in order to register the conference successfully, you must finish 

following following following following FIVEFIVEFIVEFIVE    stepsstepsstepssteps....    

1. 1. 1. 1. Fill the Copyright Release Form.  

http://www.iacsit.org/cbee/CBEE%20Copyright%20Form.doc 

2. 2. 2. 2. Format your paper according to the Template carefully.  

http://www.iacsit.org/cbee/cbee.template.doc 

3.3.3.3. Download and fill the Registration Form. 

http://www.iacsit.org/cbee/cbee%20Registration.doc 

4. 4. 4. 4. Finish the payment of Registration fee at the Bank. (The bank transfer information can be found 

in the Registration form)  

http://www.iacsit.org/cbee/cbee%20Registration.doc 

5.  5.  5.  5.  Send your filled copyright form, final papers (both .doc and .pdf format), filled registration 

form (.doc format), the scanned payment (in jpg format) to us at cbee@vip.163.com. (Before July 25, 

2009). 

If the above requirements are met by the set deadlines, the paper will be If the above requirements are met by the set deadlines, the paper will be If the above requirements are met by the set deadlines, the paper will be If the above requirements are met by the set deadlines, the paper will be included in the conference included in the conference included in the conference included in the conference 

proceeding and indexed by the Thomson ISI proceeding and indexed by the Thomson ISI proceeding and indexed by the Thomson ISI proceeding and indexed by the Thomson ISI proceedingproceedingproceedingproceeding and Ei Compendex. and Ei Compendex. and Ei Compendex. and Ei Compendex.    



Maybe some unforeseeable events could prevent a few authors not to attend the event to present their 

papers, so if you and your co-author(s) could not attend CBEE 2009 to present your paper for some 

reasons, please inform us. And we will send you, the official receipt of registration fee, proceedings, 

and/or other materials after CBEE 2009 free of charge.  

Please strictly adhere to the format specified in the conference template while preparing your final 

paper. If you have any problem in preparing the final paper, please feel free to contact us via 

cbee@vip.163.com. For the most updated information on the conference, please check the conference 

website at http://www.iacsit.org/cbee/index.htm. The Conference Program will be available at the website 

in Early August, 2009. 

Finally, we would like to further extend our congratulations to you and we are looking forward to 

meeting you in Singapore! 

Yours sincerely, 

 

CBEE 2009 Committees 

Singapore 


